
UK nurse who contracted Ebola is readmitted to
hospital
Anne Gulland

London

Pauline Cafferkey, the Scottish nurse who contracted Ebola
virus disease while working in Sierra Leone, has been readmitted
to hospital with symptoms relating to the disease for a second
time.
Cafferkey spent almost a month in a special isolation unit at the
Royal Free Hospital in London at the beginning of last year
after contracting Ebola while working in a Save the Children
clinic in Kerry Town, Sierra Leone.
She was then readmitted to the Royal Free in October after
developing meningitis as an unusual late complication of the
infection. She made a full recovery and was discharged a month
later.1

However, on 23 February a spokesperson at the Royal Free said
that Cafferkey was to be readmitted for a second time.
The spokesperson said, “We can confirm that Pauline Cafferkey
is being transferred to the Royal Free Hospital because of a late
complication from her previous infection by the Ebola virus.
She will now be treated by the hospital’s infectious diseases
team under nationally agreed guidelines.”
She was due to be transferred from the Queen Elizabeth
University Hospital in Glasgow by an RAF Hercules aircraft,
BBC News reported. In a statement, NHS Glasgow and Clyde
said that Cafferkey was admitted to the hospital under routine
monitoring by the infectious diseases unit. Her condition was
described as stable.
Meningitis is a rare complication of Ebola, with most survivors
reporting joint and vision problems. Preliminary findings of a

study of 72 Ebola survivors, presented to a conference organised
by Médecins Sans Frontières last May, showed that the most
commonly reported problemswere joint pain (43% of survivors),
headache (41%), vision and eye problems (26%), and excessive
fatigue (25%).2

Derek Gatherer, lecturer in the division of biomedical and life
sciences at Lancaster University, said, “Themajor post-recovery
complications [from Ebola] are joint aches, headaches, and
general tiredness, which can last for months. Up to half of Ebola
survivors will have some or several of this milder range of
symptoms. Although not life threatening, these can be
problematic, especially in societies like west Africa where many
people make their living from agricultural labour.”
Nathalie MacDermott, clinical research fellow at Imperial
College London, said that it was not clear whether Cafferkey
would relapse again given the “unprecedented nature of her
situation.”
“While it would seem that further relapses become less likely
as time progresses, the situation remains uncertain, and this
must be a concern for her and her family,” she said.

1 Murphy H. British nurse makes “full recovery” from reactivated Ebola virus. BMJ
2015;351:h6133. doi:10.1136/bmj.h6133. 26563348.

2 Gulland A. Research is stifled by “regulation and conservatism,” conference hears. BMJ
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